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1. The Value of Publishers
Disruptive changes to historical publishing processes & their implications.



For most of human history, 
making even one copy of a 
print book has been costly. 

Printing required significant 
capital outlays, technical 
expertise, skilled labor, & time.
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PUBLISHING PRINT BOOKS 
WAS DIFFICULT & COSTLY

Image credit: Jan Van Der Street, Wellcome Collection.

https://wellcomecollection.org/works/w9rzuxd3


Publishers have historically 
provided value in 3 broad ways: 
1. EDITORIAL ROLE: Find, acquire, 

develop & prepare new material.

2. PRODUCTION ROLE: Provide capital, 
assume risk, & oversee production.

3. DISTRIBUTION ROLE: Bring books to 
market (publicize, advertise, sell).
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THE VALUE OF PUBLISHERS

Image credit: Renate & Roger Rössing, Deutsche Fotothek

http://www.deutschefotothek.de/documents/obj/88889653


Scholarly publishing is unusual.
1. EDITORIAL ROLE: Professional 

organizations & learned societies 
often provide peer review

2. PRODUCTION ROLE: Digital tools and 
print-on-demand services change 
workflows & economics of printing

3. DISTRIBUTION ROLE: Little market 
outside of libraries & group #1
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SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING & 
THE ROLE OF PUBLISHERS

Elise Schimke photographed with a copy of 
her photo book, “Libraries of UW-Madison.” 
Image credit: Jeff Miller, UW-Madison

https://news.wisc.edu/with-quirky-photo-project-uw-madison-student-captures-breadth-variety-of-campus-libraries-2/#&gid=1&pid=16


$28,747
Average “basic” cost to produce a scholarly monograph in 2014 [n=382]. 
Print production, warehousing & distribution costs not included.

$431,955
Average marketing department overhead, per press [n=20].

$4,020 - $7,872
Average cost per monograph for production & design alone.

6Source: 2016 Ithaka S+R report, “The Costs of Publishing Monographs: Toward a Transparent Methodology”

https://sr.ithaka.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/SR_Report_Costs_Publishing_Monographs020516.pdf


SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

The working hypothesis ... 
was that larger presses 
would demonstrate a 
lower per-book cost … 
due to the economic 
benefits of scaling. Based 
on the data contributed by 
the individual presses, the 
small university presses ... 
have been able to produce 
monographs at a lower 
cost than the other[s].
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Three Noteworthy Findings

EDP IS OUTSOURCED

Throughout the Editorial, 
Design, and Production 
(commonly referred to as 
EDP) functions, we 
observed the greatest 
amount of outsourcing. 
Almost all (if not all) 
presses engage in some 
amount of freelance 
outsourcing in these 
stages.

DOUBT DIGITAL QUALITY

The need to control 
quality – particularly with 
respect to aesthetics – 
was ... a binding 
constraint. Several 
interviewees noted they 
would not embrace a fully 
OA environment, or even a 
fully digital environment, 
because they perceived 
that this would 
compromise the visual 
aspect(s) of the content.

Source: “The Costs of Publishing 
Monographs”
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https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2011/nov/10/small-is-beautiful-economic-idea
https://sr.ithaka.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/SR_Report_Costs_Publishing_Monographs020516.pdf
https://sr.ithaka.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/SR_Report_Costs_Publishing_Monographs020516.pdf


Making printed objects digital is more costly than 
printing digital objects. 

Academic publishers, even those most committed 
to open access, are still often set up to make print 
objects first with web/digital as an afterthought.

What if we envisioned book publishing differently?
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A provocation



2. Pressbooks
Open Publishing. Open web. Open source.



“ Pressbooks is an online book 
publishing platform that makes 
it easy to generate clean, 
well-formatted books in 
multiple outputs. It is built on 
WordPress and is open source.
    

        —  Hugh McGuire, Pressbooks founder
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https://pressbooks.org


11Above: Each Pressbooks instance is a 
centrally-managed network of books. The Rebus Press 
network lives at https://press.rebus.community/

https://press.rebus.community/
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Above: Each Pressbooks network features 
a sortable catalog of publicly listed books



5 Publishing Efficiencies Pressbooks Provides

1. Easy content import & API for books [cloning!]

2. Licensing control down to chapter level

3. Supports fully interactive, web-first publishing

4. Simple export routines [EPUB, PDF, XML, more]

5. Detailed control over print PDF production
13
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At left: Pressbooks import page. 
We support importing content from 
several different digital file formats.

 1
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At left: Pressbooks cloning routine. 
Any public, openly licensed book 
can be quickly cloned from one 
Pressbooks network to another.

 1



16At left: Licensing and authorship 
options at the book and chapter level.

 2
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 3 Publishing Webbooks

Each webbook has its own URL. 
Books can have unique themes, 
licenses, and permissions. Each 
book homepage includes:

1. Title, author, description, license

2. Cover image

3. Download options

4. Table of contents

5. Additional metadata [not shown]

21
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 3 Organizing a Book

Books include front & back 
matter, parts, & chapters and 
have a drag-and-drop chapter 
organization interface. 

Individual chapters can be 
published/hidden from the 
web and included/excluded 
from exports separately.
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Above: A Pressbooks webbook with the Hypothesis annotation layer 
enabled. Both the book & annotation layer can contain links, images, rich 
media, and more. Private annotation layers can be used for editorial review.

https://wisc.pb.unizin.org/objectivists/chapter/lorine-niedeckers-blackhawk-held/
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At left: Pressbooks export page. 
We support one-click creation of 
nearly a dozen different formats.

 4
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 5

At left: Pressbooks PDF 
export theme options.



3. Rebus Community
Making books to build communities, building communities to make books



Rebus Community Mission

To build a global community (people, practices, 
tools) that works together to create, publish, 
adapt, & maintain open educational resources 
and open textbooks. 
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Rebus Community History

We’ve worked the past two years with a group of 
about 35 selected open textbook projects, 
developing a model -- process, tools, people, 
openness -- for publishing open textbooks.
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Rebus Community Future

We’re now starting to scale up, preparing to 
support any OER project that wants to work with us 
(for free), and providing more robust support to 
institutions (for fees). 

25



Our Job

1.
Provide the framework & 
infrastructure needed for 
individual authors & teams 
to successfully publish 
their OER projects.
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2.
Make it easier for program 
administrators to support 
successful OER publishing 
projects on their 
campuses.



 publisher (n.)
 mid-15c., "one who  
 announces in public."

  Image Credit: S.N. Cook

https://remaininginprovincetown.com/2013/06/10/new-provincetown-book-inspired-by-town-crier-history/


Rebus Services for Anyone Making OER

1. A home page on the web for your OER project 
2. Platform for building and collaborating with a team
3. Process for publishing
4. Documentation, explanations, help desk
5. Orientation webinars for new projects
6. Platform for formatting & publishing content in, PDF, 

ebook, web (Pressbooks)*
7. (soon) Print-on demand and ebook distribution
        * free for 2 books per institution, then cost for use
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Paid Rebus Services for Institutions

1. A customized 12-session publishing training program 
for cohorts of OER projects

2. Ongoing webinar check ins with the cohort

3. Premium Rebus staff support for projects/questions  

4. Optional: Platform for formatting & publishing content 
(Pressbooks)

5. Optional: (soon) print-on demand & ebook distribution 29



Publishing-ish Things Rebus Will Not Do

1. Gatekeeping

2. Editorial input

3. Adverts in the New York Times

4. Organize book tours

30
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  Interested?
  https://rebus.community 
  hugh@rebus.foundation 

   Image Credit: Dutch National Archive

https://rebus.community
https://www.flickr.com/photos/nationaalarchief/3280639091/in/photolist-oobUB-r9yUwc-Vzhv9s-scmS4m-5ZU8GX-eg6Q77-SMQDHE-X3BcRs-bdb1W6-acCkWy-qxCFzL-nY1ZBj-228RNFh-ReSigs-JELZYu-dxB3kn-6L7vhq-CQYrkj-UDwZjH-8wDVu2-6B5jfo-oqYJE9-ivYZAT-8yuWjw-29W7NJc-QhNZic-qnLmSN-aRNhNF-bdNfy6-2azJAsu-nKcrqe-ZCZphE-7hxbeC-ogaQoZ-jC81tq-8pgSVc-9q6TBY-oxKm6q-7VPztg-qrHkn4-6aP6Ve-6y4dw8-6HVUEU-a8m9Ff-j3ptGq-2bbWbkH-pov1Ji-85vDvU-8pk4f7-oJ8MuP


4. PubPub + Hypothesis
Creating Communities, Imagining Different Knowledge Futures



Open Tools in the Researcher Workflow 33



PubPub

▪ Reconsider the digital reading experience to understand 
how people read & why they engage with content

▪ Explore where and how publishers can provide value 
throughout and after the publishing process

▪ Support the development and evolution of new ideas for 
authors and readers

▪ Introduce transparency & openness in the drafting and 
review process

34
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Explore 300+ communities: 
PubPub.org/explore

 

https://www.pubpub.org/explore


Open Review
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Annotation & Engagement
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▪ Edition for the 200th anniversary (2018) of Mary Shelley’s 
Frankenstein published by the MIT Press in 2017

▪ Frankenbook published in January 2018 on PubPub

▪ Additional annotations from the editors

▪ Multimedia embeds in the text and annotation

▪ Labels added to annotations for tailored reading

▪ Functionality for use in classrooms 

▪ Community discussion around the text

▪ Currently has 420 discussions and over 7,000 visits
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       Collaboration

▪ Create your own community
▫ Anyone can create a community or contribute to 

an existing one for free and at any time

▪ Stay connected
▫ Sign up for our newsletter 
▫ Twitter: @pubpub & @knowledgefuture

▪ Provide us feedback
▫ All of our code is openly available on GitHub 
▫ You can reach our team at team@pubpub.org

https://www.pubpub.org/community/create
https://mit.us2.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=7caff40e82d72e9429c33df2a&id=2847d5271c
https://twitter.com/pubpub?lang=en
https://twitter.com/knowledgefuture
https://github.com/pubpub
mailto:team@pubpub.org


Hypothesis
Annotate the web, with anyone, anywhere.



A mission-driven non-profit

Early Momentum

Open Standards

Supported by Partners

Open SourceBetter Team Layers Better Go-to-Market

More Users Independent

W3C-SupportedBetter ApproachMore CredibilityNo Conflicts

Free

Timing Layered

12 Principles

Great Press More Focused Simpler



Free full-feature tool: Hypothesis

● Private Notes
● Public annotations
● Collaboration groups
● Linked Data connections

Cross format: HTML, PDF, 
EPUB, Data

Cross platform: PubMed, 
Repositories, Aggregators

● Robust API
● Community driven
● Open Source
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Publishing Examples



Open Groups

Source: https://elifesciences.org/articles/04889



American Diabetes Association

Link to American Diabetes Association annotated article.
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http://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/41/Supplement_1/S55#annotations:wmtWGjwnEeiOWY_FhVG-zA


Annotations as First Class Research Objects

▪ Added dates when annotations 
were posted

▪ Added dates when Publications 
Committee approved annotations

▪ Added Suggested Citation

▪ Includes links to ADA resources, 
external sites, additional figures 
and other information

57



Qualitative Data Repository: Annotation 
Transparency Initiative (ATI)

Source: Annotated article in American Political Science Review.

https://via.hypothes.is/https:/www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/demand-for-law-and-the-security-of-property-rights-the-case-of-postsoviet-russia/610CCD2D07D6599E96997ECDC29228B8/core-reader


Add Context and Links to Citations

● Author Context

● Source Excerpt

● Translation of 
Excerpt

● Links to Data in 
QDR repository

● Full Citations for 
Annotations 59



ASPB: TPC Reviews: Peer Review Report

Source: Annotated article in ASPB

https://hyp.is/ki24ag7EEemYVjf8MfcTHQ/www.plantcell.org/content/30/11/2813


Any Questions?

PubPub
heather@knowledgefutures.org
Hypothesis
dwhaley@hypothes.is

mailto:heather@knowledgefutures.org
mailto:dwhaley@hypothes.is


5. Mavs Open Press
University library publishing services with an emphasis on open.



Mavs Open Press: Journal Publishing Services
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▪ Obtaining an ISSN for the journal and DOIs for articles 

▪ Assisting with all aspects of technical setup and production of each issue, 
including in some cases layout and copyediting;

▪ Providing a publishing platform that simplifies the peer-review process and 
includes options for blind or double-blind review;

▪ Hosting open-access digital content on a secure server with frequent 
backups and built-in redundancies;

▪ Consulting on copyright questions;

▪ Maximizing discoverability of your journal through search-engine 
optimization and robust metadata; and

▪ Preserving and archiving the digital content in perpetuity.

https://library.uta.edu/scholcomm/mavs-open-press


Mavs Open Press: Book/OER Publishing Services
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▪ Obtaining an ISBN;

▪ Providing design and layout services so that the book can 
be printed on demand, if desired;

▪ Offering access to and training for easy-to-use tools; 

▪ Consulting on copyright questions;

▪ Maximizing discoverability of your book through 
search-engine optimization and robust metadata; and

▪ Preserving and archiving the digital content in perpetuity.

https://library.uta.edu/scholcomm/mavs-open-press

https://library.uta.edu/scholcomm/mavs-open-press
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Left: The Marking OER 
Courses: Best Practices 
and Case Studies project  
on Rebus Community.

https://projects.rebus.community/project/rBBwMCEK49MBWf6XwYgVTt/marking-oer-courses-best-practices-and-case-studies
https://projects.rebus.community/project/rBBwMCEK49MBWf6XwYgVTt/marking-oer-courses-best-practices-and-case-studies
https://projects.rebus.community/project/rBBwMCEK49MBWf6XwYgVTt/marking-oer-courses-best-practices-and-case-studies


Marking OER Courses: Tools
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▪ Rebus Projects for recruitment and communication

▪ Google Drive for collaborative authoring

▪ Pressbooks for hosting and dissemination 

▪ Hypothesis for peer review

https://projects.rebus.community/project/rBBwMCEK49MBWf6X
wYgVTt/marking-oer-courses-best-practices-and-case-studies

https://projects.rebus.community/project/rBBwMCEK49MBWf6XwYgVTt/marking-oer-courses-best-practices-and-case-studies
https://projects.rebus.community/project/rBBwMCEK49MBWf6XwYgVTt/marking-oer-courses-best-practices-and-case-studies


OPEN 
ENABLED
disruption, transformation, 
efficiency, connection
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